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KLABRATE

OVERVIEW
Business ownership has not only long been considered the most practical
method of taking charge of your life and your finances, but also one of the most
lucrative and personally rewarding. Now, you can easily combine your desire for
a greener, healthier planet with a successful, lucrative, cutting-edge ecommerce
business.
Klabrate is a dynamic and powerful new collaborative marketing business with
four cornerstones that enables individuals to maximise the true potential of
today's opportunities.
Klabrate offers entrepreneurial freedom to individuals around the world and by
fusing the Klabrate Trust, our innovative, blockchain based Loyalty Rewards
Programme, the Klabrate Products and the Klabrate Collaborative Marketing
Organisation into one simple, integrated solution to provide you with an
exciting platform to secure your financial future.
As you begin to understand how incredibly powerful and in demand the
Klabrate products really are, the more you will want to recommend them to
others. Sharing these innovative products is the key to your success. Your
income will be directly related to your efforts in sharing the products, the
opportunity, and building a sales organization.
We offer a powerful financial rewards plan with six income streams. You can
participate at any level you wish. You decide whether you would like to create a
part time income or develop a full time business. We’ll work with you every step
of the way to help you achieve your personal goals.
So whether you want to earn a little bit of extra income, or build a lasting
legacy, Klabrate is the company to take you boldly into the future, empowering
you to make money while making a genuine and measurable contribution to
protecting and preserving our planet.
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7 WAYS TO EARN
WITH KLABRATE
1. Power Seller Commissions
Power Seller Commissions reward you for building a strong customer base. You
can earn a commission on both personal purchases and retail sales generated
through your Klabrate website and the Klabrate website of a member of your
Affiliate Team.
Qualifying sales made by your Affiliate Team are your Personal Commissionable
Volume (PCV).
This commission is paid on all your Personal Commissionable Volume (PCV)
excluding any volume that is generated through first orders where Panel
Bonuses are paid. This is known as your Personal Power Volume (PPV). Personal
Commissionable Volume is the total of all commissionable volume credited to
you in a semi-monthly commission period. This includes personal orders and
orders from customers. Personal Power Volume (PPV) is a portion of your
Personal Commissionable Volume (PCV).
The more PPV you generate in a semi-monthly commission period, the higher
the percentage in Power Seller Commissions that you earn!
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2. First Order Bonus
This bonus is paid to you on the first order sales of Chrome, Bronze, Silver, Gold
and Platinum packages

3. Path To Director Fast Start Bonus
This $100 bonus is designed to reward you for getting your Klabrate business
off to a fast start.
When you personally generate 200 points in Career Personal Commissionable
Volume (CPCV) and personally enroll 3 Associates each of whom all personally
qualify with 200 CPCV within 14 days of starting your Klabrate business, you
are eligible to earn this bonus.
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4. Path To Director Fast Start Matching Bonus
As you sponsor Associates, it’s your mission to help them get their business
started and to help them achieve the Path To Director Fast Start Bonus.
Providing you are Active (see Glossary Of Terms) you can earn a $100 Fast
Start Matching Bonus when each of your personally enrolled Associates earns
his or her Path To Director Fast Start Bonus. There is no limit to how many
times you can earn this bonus. The more Associates you enroll who earn a
Path To Director Fast Start Bonus, the more you can earn!

5. Panel Bonuses
As you build your business and progress through the Klabrate Success Program you
start to create panels. You initially start building your Consultant Panel and when you
are promoted to Executive, Director, Senior Director, Ambassador and Crown
Ambassador, you will start a new panel at each rank. As you sponsor new Associates
and help them develop teams in these panels you will earn Panel Bonuses.
To earn Director Panel Bonus and beyond, you must be Qualified with over 200 CPCV.
Panel Bonuses are the most exciting way to earn income with Klabrate. They reward
you for supporting, developing and growing your teams. The more you help your
teams succeed, the more Panel Bonuses you can earn.
Panel Bonuses are paid on the first package order with Commissionable Volume (CV)
that is placed by an Associate or Customer.
As the sponsor of an Associate or customer you will earn the Sponsor Panel Bonus
applicable to the first order placed depending on which package they purchase.
As you progress through the Klabrate Success Program you can earn additional Panel
Bonuses as you develop new teams in each of your panels. Each time a new customer
or Associate purchases a package as their first order, Panel Bonuses are paid to the
qualifying upline Associate.
As an Active Associate you are eligible to earn Panel Bonuses when you meet your
title maintenance requirements.
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6. Power Level Bonuses
Power Level Bonuses can be earned on all commissionable volume from orders that do not incur a
Panel Bonus. As Panel Bonuses are only paid on first order packages, Power Level Bonuses can be
earned on every other commissionable order placed by Customers or Associates.
This can be earned on up to ten dynamically compressed levels of your team. The number of levels on
which you can earn bonuses is determined by your paid-as rank in the Klabrate Financial Rewards Plan.
To be paid Power Level Bonus, you need to be both Active and Power Level Qualified.

9
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7. Leadership Pool Bonuses
Klabrate recognizes and rewards our most productive leaders through our
Leadership Pool Bonuses. There are two separate bonus pools that you can
participate in once you have reached and are paid at the rank of Ambassador.
Each bonus pool is funded with 1% of the company’s global CV from first
orders upon which Panel Bonuses are earned. Providing you are both active
and qualified you are eligible to earn Leadership Pool Bonuses.

Ambassador Leadership Bonus Pool
You earn units in the Ambassador Leadership Bonus Pool when Associates in
your Ambassador panel first promote to Director, Senior Director, Ambassador
and Crown Ambassador in a semi-monthly commission period.
The number of units earned is calculated according to the following table:

The value of each unit is calculated by dividing the value of the pool by the
number of units.

21
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Crown Ambassador Leadership Bonus Pool
You earn 1 unit in the Crown Ambassador Leadership Bonus
Pool for each new Ambassador leg that becomes an
Ambassador leg in the current or previous 23 consecutive
semi-monthly commission periods. The number of units
earned is calculated according to the following table:

The value of each unit is calculated by dividing the value of
the pool by the number of units.
Leadership Pool Bonuses are calculated every semi-monthly
period but are paid quarterly.

Earning Commissions and Bonuses
Commissions and bonuses are accrued on a semi-monthly
basis. You can earn commissions and bonuses by remaining
active with 100 PCV in the current plus the previous semimonthly commission period. For Consultant and Executive
rank, this amount is reduced to 80 PCV.
If you generate 200 PCV within your first two consecutive
semi-monthly commission periods you will be considered
active automatically for your third and fourth semi-monthly
commission periods.
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Klabrate Success Program
As you develop your Klabrate business there are six different ranks that you can achieve in the
Klabrate Success Program. All promotions and ranks are effective immediately at the moment you
meet the rank promotion requirements.
The requirements of one rank must be met before being promoted to the next. However this may
occur at the same time.
Consultant - This is the initial rank for Associates. You can become a Consultant by completing an
Associate application and pay the Associate enrollment fee
Executive - You become an Executive by being an active and qualified Consultant and having two
personally enrolled active Associates.
Director – You can achieve the rank of Director by first becoming an Executive and then building
three more legs, each of which contains at least one Associate who promotes to Executive or above.
All of these legs must be in your Executive Panel.
Senior Director – You can achieve the rank of Senior Director by first having reached the rank of a
Director and then having four, legs, each of which contains at least one Associate who promotes to
Director or above. A minimum of two of these legs must be in your Director Panel.
Ambassador – You can achieve the rank of Ambassador by first becoming a Senior Director and then
having four legs, each of which contains at least one Associate who promotes to Senior Director or
above. At least one of these legs needs to be in your Senior Director Panel.
Crown Ambassador –You can achieve the rank of Crown Ambassador by first reaching the rank of
Ambassador and then having four legs, each of which contains at least one Associate who promotes
to Ambassador or above. These legs can be in any of your panels.
.

Title Maintenance
Once promoted you need to remain active and meet the following maintenance requirements in
order to get paid at your achieved rank title.

While your ‘paid as’ rank may change from one commission period to another, career ranks are never
lowered in the Klabrate Success Program.
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GLOSSARY OF
TERMS
Associate
is the term given to a person who decides to participate in the company’s
income opportunity by paying a required enrollment fee. Associates may
personally purchase products and services from the company, but they are
not required to do so.
Each Associate has a rank. The rank signifies the highest position attained in
the Klabrate Success Program. In the Klabrate Financial Success Plan, ranks
are never lowered.
While an Associate may have previously earned a rank, his paid-as rank is the
highest rank for which an Associate is qualified in a commission period.
The paid-as rank may be the same as or lower than the Associate’s actual
rank.

Customer
is the term given to a person who wishes to purchase products or services
from the company but does not wish to be an Associate.

Affiliate
is the term given to a person who purchases a product that gives them
eligibility to receive compensation when referring new customers who
purchase a qualifying product.

Affiliate Team
contains Affiliates who have bought products via the website of an Associate
or a member of that Associates Affiliate team who have not become
Associates and who are not part of another Associates Affiliate team.

Owner
is the term given to a person who wishes to subscribe to a PlaysNation
and/or Xoppon website from the company but does not wish to be an
Associate.

Upline
is a term used to describe the Associate who is the sponsor of the Associate,
his sponsor, and all of the sponsors of these sponsors until reaching the top
of the genealogy, the Company.

Enrolling Sponsor
is the term given to an Associate who introduces the opportunity to a new Associate.
The enrolling sponsor is identified as the sponsor on the application of the new
Associate. The new Associate is personally enrolled by his enrolling sponsor.
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Sponsor
is the term given to the current sponsor (immediate upline) of an Associate. While
an Associate’s sponsor may change over time due to a sponsor’s deactivation, the
enrolling sponsor will not change. An Associate is personally sponsored by his
current sponsor.

Line of sponsorship
is the term given when an Associate enrols a new Associate into their team. The line
of sponsorship grows as the enrolee enrols other Associates who enrol others. This
process continues through unlimited levels in the Associates team.
Every new Associate enrolled is in the line of sponsorship to the company through
their sponsor and the sponsor of the sponsor.

Commissionable Volume (CV)
is the basis upon which title qualifications and activity requirements are measured.
CV is also used as the basis upon which all compensation is paid. For each
commissionable item, CV will be defined as a specific amount which will be a
percentage of the price, to be determined by the company. Each transaction upon
which commissions and/or bonuses are paid generates Commissionable Volume (CV).

Semi-monthly commission period
Every month is split into two periods 1st – 14th and 15th to end of month. Each if these
two periods are termed semi-monthly commission periods.

Personal Commissionable Volume (PCV)
is the total of all Commissionable Volume credited to an Associate in a semi-monthly
commission period. PCV may be generated by orders placed by himself and/or by
customers, who may purchase through the Associate’s personal website and
affiliates and their customers who are part of the Associates Affiliate team.

Current Personal Customer Count (CPCC)
is the number of personally enrolled customers who have made a purchase between
this semi-monthly commission period and the previous semi- monthly commission
period. An Associate can enroll as a customer, in which case he or she would be
included in his or her CPCC.

Career Personal Commissionable Volume (CPCV)
is an accumulation of an Associate’s personal sales volume over her career as an
Associate.

Dynamic Compression
This is a payment rule that excludes inactive and ineligible Associates from being
considered for payment of a bonus. When Klabrate pays Power Level Bonuses to its
Associates, it will skip over Associates who are inactive or ineligible and pay Power
Level Bonuses to the next active and eligible Associate. As a result of dynamic
compression, if you are an active Associate, you will be able to earn Power Level
Bonuses on more levels of Associates.

Active Status
An Associate is Active when:
- Up to and including Executive he has 80 PCV within the current plus the previous
semi-monthly commission periods.
- As Director and above he has 100 PCV within the current plus the previous semimonthly commission periods.
Also, if an Associate generates 200 PCV within his first two consecutive semi-monthly
commission periods, he will be considered active automatically for the third and
fourth consecutive semi-monthly commission periods.
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Inactive
is the term used to describe an Associate who is not Active.

Qualified
is the term given to an Associate who has generated 200 points or more in
Career Personal Commissionable Volume (CPCV).

A leg
includes a personally enrolled Associate and all of his or her downline
Associates.

A unit
is a measured portion of a pool of money that is used to calculate the
amount of Pool Bonuses one can earn.

Coding Relationships
“Coding” is a term used to explain the four relationships that are built when
a new Associate or a new customer enrolls.
At the moment of enrollment, the system looks at the current rank of the
enroller. If the enroller has a current rank of Executive (EXEC) or above, the
new Associate will be coded to the enroller as his or her EXEC. If the
enroller has a current rank below that of Executive, the new Associate will
be coded to the Associate that the enroller was coded to as EXEC when he
or she enrolled.
This same process is used to build the Director (DIR), Senior Director (SDIR)
and Ambassador (AMB) coded relationships for the new Associate. These
relationships determine who may earn Panel Bonuses when a new
Associate or customer purchases his first package. Some items to be sold
by the company are packages; others are not.

Panel Bonus
is a method of compensation that determines an Associate’s rank based on
the rank at the time when a downline Associate was enrolled. For this
bonus, the enroller continues to be paid at the same rank, even if the
enroller is promoted to a higher rank at a later date.

Panel
is the term used to describe a group of Associates who are coded to an
Associate in a specific way. There are 5 panels:
Consultant Panel
Executive Panel
Director Panel
Senior Director Panel
Ambassador Panel

Power Level Qualified
An Associate is Power Level Qualified when he or she has a CPCC of 3 or more
in a semi-monthly commission period.

